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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Please read all these terms and conditions carefully: they are the legal basis upon which we provide our 
services to you.

These terms and conditions tell you who we are, how we will provide our services to you, how you or we may 
change or cancel the Contract should your plans change etc. what to do if there is a problem and other 
important information.  If you are not sure about anything or would like to talk to us about anything at all, just 
phone us on 01273 843842 or contact us at Clayton Wood Natural Burial Ground, Brighton Road, Clayton, West 
Sussex, BN6 9PD or info@claytonwood.co.uk.

These terms will apply to the provision of a burial plot by us whether for a full burial or burial of cremated remains or the authority to scatter cremated 
remains at Clayton Wood, either now or in the future and, where appropriate, access to our Service Hall for a funeral service.  When we accept your instruc-
tions, you and we will be legally bound by these terms and conditions.

We are a member of the Association of Natural Burial Grounds (“ANBG”) and subscribe to its Code of Conduct a copy of which is available on request, as 
well as being members of Federation of Burial and Cremation Authorities (FBCA) and the Institute of Crematorium and Cemetery Managers (ICCM).  This is a 
voluntary code of conduct.  If you have any queries as to its application, please ask us or contact the ANBG.

1. Information about us and how to contact us
1.1 You are entering into a Contract with Sussex Woodlands Limited, a company registered in England and Wales under number 6542570 whose   
 registered office is at 1000 Lakeside, Western Road, Portsmouth P06 3FE.  

1.2 We may need to contact you and so will telephone or write to you at the email or postal address you have provided to us on the application form.   
 Please let us know if you change your contact details by contacting us on 01273 843842 or contact us at Clayton Wood Natural Burial Ground,   
 Brighton Road, Clayton, West Sussex, BN6 9PD or by email to info@claytonwood.co.uk

2. Our Contract with you
2.1 Our acceptance of your instructions will take place when we tell you we are able to offer to provide you with the rights as set out on the certificate  
 whether these rights relate to the exclusive rights to a burial plot or the right to scatter cremated remains, either now or in the future.  This means  
 there is a binding contract between us as set out in these terms and conditions (referred to as the Contract).  If we cannot accept your 
 instructions, we will inform you of this.  This might be because we cannot comply with any specific requests you have or because of unexpected   
 limits on our resources or because we have identified a mistake in the price or description.

2.2 You are entering into a Contract to purchase the rights as set out on the certificate.  In relation to exclusive rights of burial, you are not buying or   
 leasing the grave itself; you are acquiring the right to be buried, subject to these terms and conditions, in a specific grave at Clayton Wood.  You   
 are entitled to the exclusive rights of burial for a period of 50 years which may, subject to agreement between us, be extended on 
 expiry according to the prevailing prices, terms etc.

3. Your rights to make changes
3.1. If you wish to make a change to your instructions, please contact us.  We will tell you if the change is possible.  If it is possible, we will let you   
 know in writing about any changes to the price or anything else which would be necessary as a result of your requested change and ask you to   
 confirm you want to go ahead with the change.  If you don’t want to go ahead with the change you can cancel this Contract but we may   
 have incurred costs which means we are entitled to charge you.  Please see Clause 7 for details.

4. Our rights to make changes
4.1 We may need to make minor changes to the details set out on the certificate such as where cremated remains may be scattered.  Clayton Wood  
 is a natural site and it will change over time, in line with our environmental preservation and conservation strategies, as trees are planted and   
 vegetation grows and nature takes its course.  

 As we informed you, we may need to make significant changes to your rights as, although we would try to avoid it, some particular requirements  
 may not be available when we need them, for example, due to adverse weather conditions it may not be advisable to use the original plot 
 because of the state of the ground. 

4.2 We will contact you, if we need to make significant changes and tell you about them.  You can then notify us to cancel the Contract, in which case  
 you will be entitled to a refund, please see Clause 7.4.  In cases where we need to change the location of the grave due to weather conditions, we  
 may notify you on the day of the funeral as graves are dug on the day.

5. Natural burials and other ancillary services at Clayton Wood
5.1 We will record the location of your plot with a microchip buried in situ, the position of which is recorded automatically on our systems. We accept  
 no responsibility either now or in the future for the failure of these microchips or  their automatic location finder.

5.2 Only human remains may be interred at Clayton Wood. The burial of pets or other animals either separately or with humans is not permitted. 

5.3 Cremated remains if buried can only be buried in biodegradable container which can be supplied by us or be loosely buried without any 
 container.



5.4 In relation to the coffin or casket: 
 a. it must be constructed from natural and biodegradable materials, such as untreated wood, bamboo, willow, cardboard or wool and must   
     not exceed 36 inches in width unless two graves have been purchased side by side
 b. it must not be painted with any oil based paints or have any plastic or metal decorations or fittings other than a name plate as set out   
     below
 c. a fixed bio degradable identification name plate must be fitted to the head or foot of the coffin or casket with the deceased’s name    
     stated on it.
 d. the linings of the coffin or casket must be natural and biodegradable.  
 e. any deceased’s clothing must be made of natural and biodegradable fibres and any additional items placed with the deceased must be   
     sensitive to the biodegradable aspect of the item and the ethos of a natural burial ground.

5.5 In order to preserve the natural setting of Clayton Wood and protect the environment, the following restrictions apply to the burial ground: 
 a. no personal items, benches, accessories or memorials other than those approved by us in advance may be placed anywhere or attached to any     
     trees or shrubs at Clayton Wood. Items found with no approval will be immediately removed without notice 
 b. all memorials must be approved by us and must be purchased from us.  No stone, ceramic or metal grave markers are permitted and any will be  
     removed immediately, without notice.
 c. whilst we have reasonable security in place at Clayton Wood, we cannot accept liability for theft or damage to memorials.  This does not affect  
     your statutory rights or the rights set out in Clause 11.  
 d. all remembrance flowers should be fresh cut and natural without the use of plastic cellophane, metal ties, ribbon or oasis.  No potted plants are  
                     permitted and will be removed.  Flowers will be removed and disposed of when they show signs of deterioration.  You may plant specific native  
     wild woodland flowers and bulbs on the approved list available from the administration office and this must be done through the turf.  By 
     necessity of Clayton Wood’s maintenance, any such planting may be affected by mowing and strimming and we cannot accept any liability for   
     this.  You must not place flowers in the rabbit guards. 
 e. due to the nature of the chemicals used and the ethos of a natural burial ground, we would prefer bodies are not embalmed and would 
     welcome the support with this. 
 f.  we reserve the right to move benches and plaques for safety reasons or in order to protect or enhance the natural setting of Clayton Wood.

5.6 Clayton Wood is subject to a planned maintenance programme designed to preserve its natural setting and protect the environment as follows: 
 a. grass pathways will be cut as and when deemed necessary.  Other areas will be cut twice a year to ensure wildlife habitats are not disturbed   
     unnecessarily; 
 b. trees will be managed, removed and pruned as appropriate.  Graves will not have a specific tree allocated to them, but we may plant trees   
     around some graves.  All trees remain the possession of Clayton Wood;
 c. once a burial has taken place, a grave will be seeded and left to grass over naturally. 

5.7 In relation to exercising your rights:
 a. All original, signed and necessary paperwork to facilitate a burial, should be at Clayton Wood Administration Office by 10.00am three clear 
     working days prior to the funeral. 
 b. Burials will only be permitted with the appropriate statutory Registrars Disposal Certificate or Coroners Order for Burial. Cremated remains will  
     only be buried or scattered with the appropriate Certificate of Cremation, issued by the Crematorium Authority which cremated the deceased 
 c. The delivery of urns or cremated remains should be to the Administration Office only.

5.8 Use of the Service Hall and access to Clayton Wood is subject to the following conditions: 
 a. service times must be agreed in advance with the Administration Office
 b. appropriate pall bearers should be in attendance to ensure the deceased is carried safely and respectfully
 c. food and drink are not permitted in the Service Hall;  
 d. mobile phones must be turned off;
 e. any donation collections are the responsibility of the family and we accept no liability whatsoever, and collection boxes should be sited sensibly  
     to avoid any congestion at exits;
 f.  all attendees are required to comply with all reasonable instructions from burial ground colleagues.
 g. no games or sports should be played within the burial grounds
 h. dogs are permitted but must be kept on a lead at all times
 i.  children must be closely supervised
 j.  all vehicles are parked at the owner’s risk.

6.   Price and payment
6.1 The price you will need to pay is set out in the current price list and is payable in full on signature of the application form in order to secure your   
 rights. 

6.2 The price will relate to the rights as set out on the current price list, application form and certificate, as appropriate.  In relation to the exclusive   
 rights of burial rights, there will be an additional fee for grave preparation when the exclusive rights of burial are exercised.  There are no ongoing  
 management fees either before or after the burial or additional fees for out of area residents.

6.3 Your certificate will set out the details of your exclusive rights of burial.  Please look after this carefully as it is required to exercise your exclusive   
 rights of burial.  We will provide one replacement certificate free of charge, on written request.  We may charge you a small fee for a second and  
 any subsequent replacement certificate.

6.4 If you cancel the Contract, any amounts you have paid may not be returned as set out in this Contract depending on the circumstances and you   
 may be asked to pay costs, such as the grave preparation fee, which have been paid or we are committed to pay.

6.5 If your payment is not made by the agreed payment date or the funds are not available, we may charge you interest on the outstanding amounts  
 at the rate of 2% per annum above the base rate of our bank.  Interest will accrue on a daily basis and will be compounded at the end of each   
 month until the date of payment, whether before or after judgment.  We may recover the cost of taking enforcement action. 

7. Your rights to cancel the Contract between us and charges payable
7.1 You can withdraw your instructions by telling us before you sign the application form and pay any amounts, if you simply wish to change your mind  
 – you don’t need to give us a reason.

7.2 You may cancel your exclusive rights of burial or rights to scatter cremated remains (meaning you are cancelling the Contract) at any time without  
 telling us the reason but we may have to charge you as set out below.



7.3 If you are cancelling the your rights for a reason set out in (a) to (e) below, the Contract will also be cancelled immediately and we will refund you  
 in full, including any deposit but you may be required to pay for any services we have provided at that point:
 a. We have told you about a change we need to make and you do not agree
 b. We have told you about an error in the price and you do not want to proceed
 c. We have told you there is a risk that we will not be able to provide the grave when you need it caused by an event outside our 
     reasonable control
 d. You have a legal right to cancel the Contract because of something significant we have done wrong
 e. You decide to cancel the Contract because we have told you about a failure on our part caused by something beyond our reasonable control. 

7.4 If you are cancelling your rights but it is not because of one of the reasons set out in Clause 7.3, the Contract will also be cancelled immediately   
 but we may charge you compensation as follows, to cover the costs we have incurred:
 a. After receiving an application form for a new grave with a date for a burial to take place, and providing the burial has not taken place,   
     we will refund 100% of any payments made for the exclusive rights of burial
 b. If this burial has not taken place but the grave has been prepared we will not refund the grave preparation fee 
 c. If the burial has not taken place and you wish to relinquish your exclusive rights of burial you may then be entitled to a refund of the  original 
     exclusive rights of burial fee, which will only be the equivalent of the proportion of the exclusive rights of burial period remaining, on receipt of  
     the certificate (if issued) less an administration fee of 5% of that proportionate amount.  
 d. If the burial has taken place and you wish to relinquish your exclusive rights of burial you will need to arrange for a full exhumation and reburial  
     to another burial ground, you will then be entitled to a refund of the original exclusive rights of burial fee which will be only the equivalent of the 
     proportion of the exclusive rights of burial period remaining, on receipt of the certificate (if issued)] less an administration fee of 5% of that 
     proportionate amount.  
 e. The administration fee is a contribution towards the costs we incur such as the cost of the initial consultation and the preparation of the 
     paperwork.  

8. Our rights to cancel the Contract

8.1 We may cancel the Contract and so not have any obligation to honour the rights if: 
 a. You do not pay the price when due;
 b. We decide to cancel the Contract because you have told us about a failure on your part caused by something beyond your reasonable   
     control; or
 c. The exclusive rights of burial have not been exercised by the 50th anniversary of the date of the exclusive rights of burial or we have   
          reasonable cause to believe that alternative arrangements have been made in connection with your funeral and you have responded  such that     
     you do not wish to extend the period of exclusive rights of burial or we have not heard from you within [3 months] of contacting you at your last  
     known address. In these circumstances, we may re allocate the grave to a third party.

8.2 If we cancel the Contract for the reasons set out in Clause 8.1, we will have to charge you for the costs we have incurred, such as the grave
 preparation fee.  The table below shows the amounts payable by you:

 

Reason for termination Refund available

a. You do not pay the price Refund to you of amounts paid net of any costs incurred, such as grave 
preparation fee less an administration fee of 5% of the price.

 

b. We decide to cancel the Contract because you have told us 
about a failure on your part caused by something beyond your 
reasonable control

Refund to you of amounts paid 

c. We decide to cancel the Contract because we have not heard 
from you within 3 months from us contacting you at your last 
known address because a period of 50 years has passed from 
the date of the application form or we have reason to believe 
you no longer require the exclusive rights of burial

No refund applicable as exclusive rights of burial period has finished

9. Circumstances beyond the control of either party
9.1 In the event of any failure by either of us because of something beyond our respective reasonable control: 
 a. the affected party will advise the other as soon as reasonably practicable; and
 b. the affected party’s obligations will be suspended so far as is reasonable, and provided that the affected party will act reasonably, the   
     affected party will not be liable for any failure which it could not reasonably avoid, but this will not affect the other party’s right to cancel this   
     Contract.

10. Excluding liability
10.1 There are certain liabilities for which, as a matter of law, we do not exclude liability because we are prevented from doing so by law, for example: 
 a. any fraudulent act or omission; and 
 b. death or personal injury caused by negligence or 
 c. breach of your legal rights to which you are entitled as a result of being a consumer.  These include our obligation to provide the services with  
     reasonable care and skill and to provide the funeral as described.

10.2 Subject to this, we are not liable for 
 a. loss which was not reasonably foreseeable to both parties at the time when the Contract was made, or 
 b. loss arising from commercial loss (eg loss of profit, loss of business or loss of business opportunity) to your business which would not be 
     suffered by a consumer - because we believe you are not paying for the funeral wholly or mainly in connection with your business.

11. Governing law, jurisdiction and complaints
11.1 The vast majority of natural burials are carried out to the satisfaction of clients but if you have a query or complaint, please speak to our 
 colleagues at Clayton Wood and they will try to resolve it.  If they do not resolve it to your satisfaction, please ask to speak to their Manager.  If you  
 are still not happy with the way in which your query or complaint has been settled, you may take the matter to court or to Alternative Dispute 
 Resolution.  We are not required to use a scheme of Alternative Dispute Resolution by law but if you would like to use this method to resolve any  
 complaint you have, then please contact us on (01273) 843842 or by post at Clayton Wood Natural Burial Ground, Brighton Road, Clayton, West   
 Sussex BN6 9PD or info@claytonwood.co.uk. 



Clayton Wood is a trading name of Sussex Woodland Ltd. Registered in England No. 6542570. 
Registered Office:1000 Lakeside, Western Road, Portsmouth,Hants P06 3FE Tel: 023 9222 2500

11.2 As we are a member of the Association of Natural Burial Grounds (“ANBG”), we subscribe to its Code of Conduct.

11.3 The Contract (including any non-contractual matters) is governed by the laws of England and Wales and the courts of England and Wales have   
 jurisdiction to settle any disputes.

12. Data Protection
12.1 We will use the personal data you provide to us to:
 a. provide the rights to burial or rights to scatter the cremated remains;
 b. process your payment for it; 
 c. pass to third parties who are providing services as part of the burial as agreed with you

13 Other important terms
13.1 This Contract is between you and us.  No other party has rights to enforce any of its terms. 

13.2 If a court finds a part of this Contract illegal, it will not affect the rest of its terms.  Each term operates separately and if a court finds one illegal the  
 rest will remain in full force and effect.

13.3 Even if we delay in enforcing this Contract, we can still enforce it later.  For example, if you do not make your payment and we do not chase you   
 for it and we provide the grave, we can still require you to make the payment at a later date.


